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1. Commission�s sector inquiries into financial services 

1. Competitive and efficient financial services markets are vital for the success of the European 
economy, in serving businesses and consumers efficiently to help deliver strong economic growth and 
sustain high levels of employment. The drive to deliver an efficient and competitive financial services 
industry in Europe can therefore make an important contribution to achieving the Lisbon goals. 

2. The European Commission Financial Services Action Plan (FSAP) has made a significant 
contribution to developing the framework to support financial services integration in Europe. Following 
the FSAP, in its recent White Paper Financial services policy 2005-20101, the Commission set out its 
future strategy. The strategy has five priorities: 

1. to dynamically consolidate progress and ensure sound implementation and enforcement of 
existing rules; 

2. to drive through better regulation principles in all policy making; 

3. to enhance supervisory convergence; 

4. to create more competition between service providers, especially those active in retail 
markets; and 

5. to expand the EU's external influence in globalising capital markets. 

3. In June 2005, the European Commission launched inquiries into competition in financial 
services2. The financial services sector enquiry focuses on three areas: payments cards, core retail banking 
and business insurance. The Commission�s sector inquiries into financial services � specifically into retail 
banking and business insurance � are a central part of the post-FSAP agenda. The retail banking inquiry 
will make a significant contribution here, particularly to the second and fourth priorities. 

4. The aims of the sector inquiry into retail banking are to:  

• improve the Commission�s market knowledge of retail banking, notably to provide an 
empirical basis for implementing the post-FSAP strategy for retail financial services; 

• give all stakeholders concrete information about potential market failures, enabling them to 
resolve these problems where possible; 

• identify issues that require investigation and possibly remedy under the European 
competition rules (Articles 81 and 82); and 

• provide a framework for National Competition Authorities (NCAs) and the Commission, to 
ensure that the many ongoing competition procedures are coherent. 

5. In its inquiry into retail banking, the Commission is looking at the markets for core retail banking 
services, particularly (1) current accounts and related services, and (2) payment cards.  

                                                      
1  Available at http://europa.eu.int/comm/internal_market/finances/docs/white_paper/white_paper_en.pdf. 
2  Pursuant to Article 17 of Regulation (EC) No 1/2003 on implementation of the rules on competition laid 

down in Articles 81 and 82 of the Treaty 
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6. On 12 April 2006, the Commission published an interim report on the sector inquiry into 
payment cards3. This interim report into competition in payment cards is complementary to the work on 
current accounts and related services4. The findings from both aspects of the inquiry will be considered 
together, allowing the Commission to broaden and deepen its understanding of competition in EU retail 
banking. The final report on the sector inquiry into retail banking, covering current accounts (and related 
services) and payment cards, will be published by the end of 2006. 

7. Legislation has been proposed to create a Single Euro Payment Area (SEPA) in the EU, to make 
cross-border payments in euros in the EU as easy and affordable as domestic payments. This alone could 
save the EU economy between �50 and �100 billion per year.5  

8. The European payment cards industry is large and handles a significant part of retail sales in 
Europe. Total sales volumes with point-of-sale card transactions in the EU in 2005 were more than �1350 
billion. It is estimated that businesses in the EU paid more than �25 billion in fees in 2005.6 It is estimated 
that cards alone account for up to 25% of retail banking profits. However, the payment cards industry 
shows evidence of continuing fragmentation and the inquiry has found striking differences in the levels of 
prices and profitability across Member States. 

9. The findings of the inquiry into core retail banking, and in particular payment card systems, will 
provide valuable evidence to shape the future development of the Single Euro Payment Area (SEPA) 
project. In particular, the inquiry aims to show how differing forms of organisation, structure and 
governance of payment systems in the EU can produce differing competitive outcomes. The evidence 
gathered for the inquiry suggests that the characteristics of some payment systems lead to significantly 
higher prices for firms and consumers in some Member States. As work continues to develop the 
appropriate principles and structures to support SEPA and its Payment Cards Framework (PCF), 
significant consideration should be given to the findings of the Commission�s retail banking inquiry. 

1.1 The interim report into payment cards 

10. The interim report into payment cards is a summary of the Commission�s findings on competition 
in payment cards. The analysis is based on an extensive market survey conducted by the Commission 
throughout the second half of 2005. Thus, the Commission�s inquiry has been able to draw on a rich and 
detailed evidence base. It is hoped that this evidence base will enable the Commission, together with 
market participants and authorities, to reach clear and robust conclusions about competition in payment 
cards in the EU.  

11. However, the interim report is only the first stage in the process. The Commission is keen to 
engage in a dialogue with market participants and authorities about the report�s findings and appropriate 
ways forward. Therefore, the Commission highlights five sets of issues for consultation and welcomes the 
views and perspectives of all stakeholders on the interim report. In the following, key findings that are set 
out in the interim report are presented. The full interim report is annexed to this note. 

                                                      
3  The interim report and further information on the sector inquiry are available on the European Commission 

internet pages on competition policy:  

 http://europa.eu.int/comm/competition/antitrust/others/sector_inquiries/financial_services/ 
4  The Commission is planning to publish a report on this second part of the inquiry in July 2006. 
5  See "Time to Move Up A Gear" - The European Commission's 2006 Annual Progress Report on Growth 
 and Jobs. Available at:  http://europa.eu.int/growthandjobs/pdf/2006_annual_report_full_en.pdf. 
6  Estimate derived from Payment Cards Report, RBR, 2005, London. 
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2. Interim findings on competition in payment cards 

12. Card payment systems enable consumers to use and businesses (merchants) to accept plastic 
cards as a method of payment. When a cardholder uses a card to purchase a good or service, the bank that 
issued the card, the issuer, debits the retail price from the cardholder�s account. The issuer then pays the 
bank that acts for the merchant, the acquirer, the retail price less an interchange fee. Finally, the acquirer 
pays the merchant the retail price less a merchant fee.  

 

Card 
Issuer 

Merchant 
acquirer 

Retailer Customer/ 
Cardholder 

Retail price 
less 
merchant 
fee 

Goods or service 

Retail 
price 
plus 
account 
charges 

Retail price less 
interchange fee 

 

2.1 Overall findings 

13. The preliminary results of the inquiry show a picture of market fragmentation. While consumers 
clearly reap benefits from card payment networks in the EU, businesses do less so and largely foot the bill, 
particularly in the case of credit cards. Some � but not all � networks offer consumers a means for easy 
and convenient cross-border payments. This is clearly positive. But businesses, in particular small firms, 
largely do not benefit from market integration in card payments. This means that in a sector which is key 
for the European economy, the retail sector, potentially great opportunities for more economic efficiency 
are foregone for the time being. The inquiry suggests that building a true Single Euro Payments Area 
(SEPA), one that offers tangible benefits to business and consumers and contributes significantly to growth 
and competitiveness in this sector, still requires considerable work to be done. 

14. It must be recognised that fragmentation in payment markets and in card payment markets in 
particular, is partly the result of historical evolution. Fragmentation is due to the way in which payment 
systems were created and built up in the EU Member States � through coordination and cooperation 
between banks at national level. While bearing this in mind, however, change appears necessary to move 
forward towards a SEPA.  

15. Lessons for building SEPA could also be learnt by looking at efficient payment services provided 
by existing domestic card networks. Such networks offer in some respects a good value proposition to 
customers and often charge lower fees to cardholders and business than the large international networks 
(MasterCard and Visa). A challenge remains in creating efficient cross-border functionalities as a pre-
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requisite for SEPA. The future choice of SEPA payment schemes by banks is a key issue for the further 
debate on SEPA. 

16. The interim findings of the payment cards inquiry are divided into two parts:  

• financial analysis of the industry; and 

• potential barriers to competition 

2.2 Financial analysis of the industry 

2.2.1 Profitability 

17. On the issue of profitability the main findings of the inquiry are: 

• Profitability in card issuing is high and has been sustained over time. The credit card 
business is particularly profitable, with a weighted average profit-to-cost ratio of 65% for 
issuing. The average profit-to-cost ratio for debit card issuing is also high at 47%. High 
profitability is often correlated with high fees charged to merchants and cardholders. The 
evidence also suggests that even in the absence of an interchange fee, other revenues alone 
would in many cases generate a healthy profit for issuers. 

• Profitability is higher for credit cards than for debit cards. In both issuing and acquiring 
activity, credit cards are more profitable than debit cards. 

• Even without interchange fees, card issuing remains profitable. The evidence suggests 
that card issuing would generate positive profits in 20 out of 25 countries even without 
interchange fee income. 

• Profitability in card acquiring varies, though is quite satisfactory overall. Credit card 
acquirers across the EU have a 15% profit-to-cost ratio as a weighted average, while debit 
card acquirers average around 5%. 

• Profitability is far higher for card issuers than for acquirers. For both debit and credit 
cards, issuing is significantly more profitable than acquiring. Although this general finding 
was to be anticipated, the difference in relative profitability is striking. A range of 
explanations are possible, including the supposition that card issuers may have market 
power relative to acquirers. 

2.2.2 Acquiring banks� revenues: fees paid by businesses 

18. The merchant fee is the price per transaction that a business (or �merchant�) pays to the acquirer 
for accepting cards as a method of payment. The results of the inquiry show that merchant fees vary 
considerably across the European Union. These differences remain significant when several factors that 
may affect merchant fees (such as different risk levels) are controlled for. This may indicate that the 
market for card payment services is not working effectively in many Member States, to the detriment of 
businesses and consumers. There is evidence of price dispersion at five levels:  

• Businesses in some countries pay a far higher merchant fee on average than others. 
This pattern is particularly pronounced. Merchants in Hungary, the Czech Republic and 
Portugal have to pay an average fee of between 2.5% and 3.1% of the total transaction value 
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to accept a MasterCard/Visa credit card. This is 3 to 4 times higher than in Sweden, Finland 
and Italy.  

• Businesses pay a far higher merchant fee on average to accept credit than debit cards. 
For example, a merchant in the UK pays almost five times as high a fee on average for 
accepting a MasterCard credit card as compared to a MasterCard debit card. 

• Businesses pay a far higher merchant fee on average to accept cards issued in the 
international networks than cards issued in the domestic networks. Typically, 
businesses pay 30-40% lower fees on average for domestic debit card usage than for 
MasterCard (Maestro)/Visa debit. 

• International payment systems make smaller businesses pay more than larger ones. 
This does not seem justified solely by transaction volumes. Smaller firms typically pay 
between 60% and 70% higher fees on average for MasterCard and Visa credit and debit 
card transactions than larger businesses. In domestic card payment systems, however, the 
price difference between smaller and larger merchants is only 7% on average. 

• Businesses in some sectors pay much higher merchant fees on average than in others: 
For instance, florists, restaurants and car rental firms pay a merchant fee twice that of fuel 
companies and wholesale trade firms. 

19. The acquiring banks� practice of charging businesses the same level of merchant fee for 
accepting cards issued by different networks is known as �blending�. Acquirers often apply blending to 
competing products, such as MasterCard and Visa, in both domestic and international card payment 
systems. The inquiry has found that the blending of prices may weaken inter-network price 
competition, which in turn may lead to businesses paying higher acquirer fees. Blending appears to 
be widespread across the EU25.  

2.2.3 Issuers� revenues: financial transfers from acquiring banks and fees paid by cardholders 

20. The interchange fee is the fee that an acquiring bank pays per transaction to the issuing bank. It is 
used as a mechanism to transfer revenues from the acquiring bank to the card issuing bank. The results of 
the inquiry show that interchange fees vary considerably across the EU. This may indicate that the 
market for card payment services is not working effectively in some Member States. The levels of price 
dispersion are similar to those for the merchant fee:  

• Acquirers in some Member States pay far higher interchange fees on average than in 
others. This is true for international credit and debit and domestic card transactions. For 
instance, acquiring banks in Poland pay 8 times as much for a Visa debit card transaction 
than in the UK. Similarly, the interchange fee for a �50 domestic debit card transaction 
varies from no fee or less than 10 euro cents in Finland, Denmark, Luxembourg, the 
Netherlands, Ireland and Belgium to more than 60 euro cents in one particular country. 

• Acquirers pay higher interchange fees on average for international credit and debit 
card transactions than for domestic debit card transactions. For a 50 euro transaction, 
for example, an acquiring bank in one EU country would pay on average 39 euro cents on a 
MasterCard credit card, 27 euro cents on a Visa debit card and zero on a domestic debit 
card. 
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• Many acquirers pay a higher interchange fee on average for domestic 
MasterCard/Visa transactions than for corresponding cross-border transactions. A 
transaction is considered to be cross-border when the merchant is located in a different 
country to the cardholder. In about half of the EU-25, acquiring banks pay considerably 
more for a domestic MasterCard and/or Visa credit card transaction than for a cross-border 
one; in some cases up to twice the cross-border fee. In these countries, the MasterCard 
and/or Visa cross-border rates appear to be used as a minimum benchmark when setting the 
domestic interchange fee. 

21. Cardholder fees are the fees a cardholder pays to the issuing bank for a payment card. The results 
of the inquiry show that there is no significant negative relationship between the fee per card and the credit 
card interchange fee at country and network level. The empirical evidence shows that if the interchange fee 
increases by 1 Euro only 25 cents are passed on to consumers in lower fees. This result challenges the 
hypothesis advanced by some industry participants and the economic literature that an increase in 
interchange fees exactly equals a decrease in cardholder fees. 

22. Overall, the inquiry has not confirmed the possible justifications for interchange fees which rely 
on economic efficiency arguments. 

2.3 Potential barriers to competition 

23. The investigation has identified a number of potential barriers to competition in the market 
for card payment services. These barriers are of a structural, technical or behavioural nature:  

2.3.1 Structural barriers 

• The vertical integration of card payment systems may impede new entrants, in particular 
non-banks, from competing with the incumbent in one segment of the market. In some 
instances vendors of terminals have to compete with an incumbent that not only owns the 
domestic card payment system but also provides the technical and financial services. 
Systems in Spain and in Portugal, for example, are highly integrated. In Austria and in the 
Netherlands, however, the market for processing and acquiring services, respectively, has 
been opened up after the de-integration of the systems. This has led to lower merchant fees 
in the Netherlands. 

• Joint ventures between local banks to acquire merchants may remove the competitive 
pressure on merchant fee levels because merchants only have one offer for the network 
concerned. Such joint ventures exist for instance in many EU countries for acquiring 
MasterCard and Visa. 

2.3.2 Technical barriers 

• Diverging technical standards across the EU may hinder acquirers, processors and terminal 
vendors from operating efficiently on a pan-European scale. There appears to be significant 
scope for efficient convergence of technical standards in the payment cards industry. 

2.3.3 Behavioural barriers 

• Agreement on preferential interchange fees between local banks and high fallback fees for 
foreign banks may raise the costs for foreign banks wishing to enter the market. This seems 
to be the situation in at least Portugal and Austria. 
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• Bilateral clearing arrangements between local banks could make market entry more 
difficult. New entrants depend on sponsoring banks, who have little incentive to sponsor 
potential competitors. This seems to have been the situation in the UK. Similar structures 
are found in Ireland and Finland.  

• Some governance arrangements within card payment systems risk distorting conditions for 
competition between members, in particular between new entrants and the incumbent banks. 
For instance, in some networks associate members have to communicate business-sensitive 
information to the principal members without reciprocal information sharing. In other 
systems, decision-making on issues affecting intra-system competition, such as fees, 
membership rules and technical specifications, is reserved to the principal members.  

• Some payment system membership requirements may hinder non-banks from domestic 
acquiring and new entrants from cross-border acquiring. Rules which may constitute 
barriers include requirements to be a financial institution and to have a local establishment. 
About half of the domestic card payment systems in the EU require issuers and acquirers to 
be financial institutions. Some systems also require banks to establish a physical presence. 
In other systems, however, processors may act as acquirers in the domestic debit card 
system. Similarly, other systems do not require banks to have a local presence to join them. 

• High joining fees for card payment systems and their structure may discourage new entry 
and expanded card issuing. The high variation of joining fees across the EU for similar card 
payment systems may also indicate that the level of fees is not objectively justified. For 
instance, the joining fee varies from zero in some systems to a fee of over �6 million in one 
country. Joining fees are particularly high in some, but not all, small countries, so the size of 
the country by itself does not seem to justify the high level. 

• Other network rules may also prevent or make entry more difficult. For instance, the 
prohibition on cooperative agreements with competing networks or non-banks, co-branding, 
may hinder domestic debit card payment systems from entering into competition with 
MasterCard and Visa or retailers or other operators from entering into competition with the 
incumbent card issuer. Similarly, the prohibition on merchants charging customers for 
paying by card, surcharging, may hinder the development of alternative non-cash payment 
instruments, as the true costs are hidden from consumers via cross-subsidisation. 
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3. Possible remedies 

24. On the basis of the interim findings, the table below sets out possible remedies. The remedies 
may be advocacy, antitrust measures and/or regulation. 

Issue Possible remedy Details 
High cardholder fees Advocacy Making information on price differentials transparent could help 

strengthen the demand side. 
High merchant fees Advocacy Making information on price differentials transparent could 

significantly strengthen the demand side. 
High interchange fees (1) Advocacy 

(2) Antitrust 
(3) Regulatory 

(1) Making information on fee differentials transparent may 
create some limited pressure on networks to lower fees. 
(2) But effective remedies might require appropriate antitrust or 
regulatory actions.  

�On us� interchange fees Antitrust Could be examined under competition rules. 
Vertical integration (1) Advocacy 

(2) Regulatory 
A differentiated and careful approach is needed to remove 
distortions but preserve efficiencies. Advocacy and discussion 
with networks should be the preferred approach to address 
existing situations. For a future SEPA, separation of scheme 
ownership and other activities could be considered. 

Joint ventures (JVs) 
between acquirers 

(1) Advocacy 
(2) Antitrust 
(3) Regulatory 

The case for separating such JVs could be considered. 

Financial institution 
requirements 

Regulatory 
 

Is addressed in the newly proposed payments directive. Issue for 
SEPA. 

Local establishment 
requirements 

Regulatory 
 

Could be removed. Issue for SEPA. 

Excessive joining fees (1) Antitrust 
(2) Regulatory 

Could be examined under competition rules or could be an issue 
for regulation. 

Prohibition of co-
branding with non-banks 

Antitrust Could be examined under competition rules. 

Bilateral clearing 
arrangements 

Advocacy Creation of multi-lateral clearing facilities is difficult to obtain 
through competition or regulatory remedies. 

Governance issues (1) Self-Regulatory 
(2) Regulatory 

Could be addressed through regulation or self-regulation by 
setting some basic requirements for scheme governance and 
member/stakeholder participation. 

Technical barriers 
(standards) 

(1) Self-regulatory 
(2) Regulatory 

It may be worthwhile giving self-regulation bodies some limited 
time to set interoperable standards, but regulation should be 
considered if this approach does not work. Basic requirement for 
SEPA. 

Blending of merchant 
fees 

Advocacy No apparent antitrust remedy. Making information on blending 
practices transparent could strengthen the demand side. 

Prohibition of co-
branding 

Antitrust Could be examined under competition rules. 

Imperfect price signals on 
payment instruments 

Regulatory Need to explore how to incentivise banks to introduce transaction 
pricing that leads consumers to choose the most efficient payment 
instrument. Issue for SEPA. 

 
 


